
“If your product seems finished, there are two possible explanations: (a) it is finished, or (b) you lack imagination. Experience suggests (b) is a 
thousand times more likely.” Paul Graham 

It’s easy to ignore scientists when considering professionals who rely on creativity to excel in their jobs; the free-
spirited studio artist comes to mind more readily than the process-oriented lab worker. But some of the most 
creative thinkers to walk the face of the earth have been scientists. Charles Darwin, Ada Lovelace and Albert 
Einstein all exhibited original and innovative thinking that - in quality and impact - rivaled the thinking of the 
most creative artists of all time.  

Rooted in this popular underestimation is the misconception that science can be practiced, but creativity is magic; 
that you can become a scientist, but must be born a creative. This is not the case. Every professional is capable of 
creativity and you can find examples of creative thinking in every professional domain, especially in the sciences. 
The irony of our underestimating the scientist’s capacity for creativity is that backbone for all scientific work - the 
core scientific tenet that we’re all taught as high schoolers - is essentially a recipe for creative discovery.  

The scientific method outlines the essential steps required to creating something new, whether that new thing is a 
pop song, a mobile application or a scientific theory. The most valuable aspect of the scientific method - as it 
relates to the creative process - is its emphasis on iteration. The scientific method doesn’t encourage scientists to 
tinker with ideas until they’re “almost perfect” concepts that  can be released as a finished product. The scientific 
method teaches us that products or experiments can only be improved-upon once they’re released, observed and 
compared to their predicted performance. The scientific method encourages us to implement and iterate. 

An ability to expertly implement and iterate are core capabilities for the professional in pursuit of creative mastery. 
Simply put, expert implementation requires converting ideas into action. Through his research at the MIT Media 
Lab, Sandy Pentland found similarities in how incredibly creative people brought their ideas to action. “The most 
productive people are constantly developing and testing a new story, adding newly discovered ideas to the story 
and then trying it out on everyone they meet.” This constant iteration led to greater productivity. 

The value of iteration goes beyond pure productivity. Mihaly Csiksgentmihalyi’s interview subjects for his seminal 
work “Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience” were drawn from many different professions. Many of these 
professionals described flow as “the subjective experience of engaging just-manageable challenges by tackling a 
series of goals, continuously processing feedback about progress, and adjusting action based on this feedback.” For 
this diverse collection of happy professionals, iteration was a source of immense joy. We have found the same to 
be true of the talent that we develop. 

Including the scientific method as a central component of your creative process will give you a helpful framework 
for creative iteration. But it’s likely that your greatest challenge in getting behind the scientific method will be in 
embracing the potential of public “failure.” Getting comfortable with the possibility of a publicly-visible sub-
optimal or outright bad result - time after time - requires some self-work. But with coaching and guidance, you can 
absolutely overcome these barriers, nailing the scientific method on your way to becoming a masterful creator.
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